ADVANCED PUBLIC DESIGN
The aim of the waterfront redevelopment is to connect the city back to the sea which has been achieved for the past years. This is achieved firstly by extending the city toward the sea at selected areas through public program and spaces. Secondly, by redesigning the waterfront boulevard as a connecting urban element between the city and the sea. The project first phase is the redevelopment of the former market area located along the waterfront. Its aim is to encourage the creation of public space by articulating various degrees of priorities between public program and open space. The complexity of the program proposed some even for that purpose since it encourages the engagement with the public space of different kinds of users. The project is meant to function as an infrastructure to be appropriated by possible public uses of neighborhood and city scale. Some kiosks, a structure for Sunday markets and an internet café are inserted around the main square, in such a way as to encourage such appropriation.